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RM
Contact via Facebook
Viola Amherd-werden sie nicht Bundesrätin
CVP Machtwechsel

October 6, 2018

Anne-Marie SAUTHIERLUYET
President of the Parliament VS
Route de Bonse 21
1965 Savièse
cc: To whom it may concern
Petition for opening a penal prosecution for intentional fraude of the social
insurances against the candidate to the position of Federal Council, Viola
AMHERD, the senator Beat RIEDER and consorts
Dear Mrs. SAUTHIER-LUYET,
Since the publication of the open letter, adressed to the Federal Judge MERKLI
of 21.07.18 the politicians of the Valais are aware that I have been catapultet
from a situation of wealth into misery, because of the machinations, omissions
and violations of duty committed by members of the PDC judiciary of the upper
Valais, with the participation of the Lawyer and candidate to the position of
Federal Council Viola AMHERD. Today, I am living of the social assistance,
financed by the taxpayers of the Valais. This is a fact. The penal prosecution of
the denounced actors is of public interest.
I file for civil action for the idemnity amount of 1 million Swiss Francs.
Since the Magistrates of the Valais are shrinking to examine the case, the
Councillor of State PDC Roberto SCHMIDT gave with some hesitation the advise
during a meeting on September 17, 2018 to mandate an extra-cantonal Lawyer.
This is a sheer hopeless venture for a person who has been repeatedly abused by
Lawyers. The Federal Court declared not to be competent to deal with the
cronyism of the Valais. I do have juste the option left, to submit the petition to the
members of Parliament, who are electing and should survey the Magistrates, to
organize a contradictory and public hearing with the guilty Lawyers (Viola
AMHERD, Urban CARLEN, Beat RIEDER, Philippe Matthias BREGY, Fernando
WILLISCH, Graziella WALKER, Judge Michael STEINER) who did never contest
my public denunciations.
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A confrontation is a must. Otherwise, these cunning Lawyers will just deny. The
hearing has to be public, since the draining of the social morass of the PDC in
the upper Valley is of public interest. You politicians ought to remind your
Magistrates to carry out there duties. It is urgent, since the plaintiff wants to
emigrate temporarily.
With my compliments
R …..
Summary of the scandalous divorce case of B and R in the upper Valais
The following facts are unobjectable:
B and R ….. were a wealthy couple.There existed no disagreement regarding the
guardianship of the children, and no struggle for money. Evidence: Taxation 2009.
In 2010 they decided to divorce consensually. Because of the greed of the mandated
Lawyers, having the unic objective to spoil the spouses, the divorce procedure
dragged on during 6 years. The judiciary system of Valais collaborated
harmoneously in this plot, for making last the fun. The Lady had mandated 2 Lawyers
of her choice. And the Judge of divorce imposed against her will another 6 Lawyers,
succeeding one another. Husband and wife had to endure 6 years of undesired court
struggles. In June 2015 the wife lost her up to that date considerable pensions and
her whole part of the acquests.
Instead of realizing the consensual divorce in three months time and two short
audiences, the greedy Judges and Lawyers produced a mountain of files, weighing
probably some 30 kg, with the autocratic intention to transform a simple case into
an almost insoluble procedure.
The Judge of divorce never assumed his obligation to organize separat audiences of
the spouses (letter of the Lawyer BREGY to the Judge of district STEINER of March
3, 2017).
Today, the complainig Lady is surviving with the social assistance. This was easily
avoidable by implementing a regular divorce. Because of these tricky manoeuvres,
the victim and the tax payers have now to assume the tremendous damage.
Given what has been reported, she is legally entitled to file a penal complaint and to
request repearing compensation. The justice of Valais wants to save at any costs to
said Lawyers, the Judge and a Notary (representing the State) to assume their
liability.
See complete appeal in German her:
www.worldcorruption.info/index_htm_files/gu_2018-06-07_beschwerde_bger.pdf
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